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What was the “inspiration” for the design of this effigy?
With National Treasure, we are trying to represent Washington D.C. and this year’s theme of Burning Man 
‘fertility’ at the same time. With these two ideas in mind, our thoughts were immediately drawn to the 
Washington Monument. Our sculpture is based on this iconic representation of our nation. We are bringing DC 
to Burning Man, by taking this icon of dc culture and combining it with burner culture, through light, fire and 
bubbles!

What impact does the effigy have on the local community?
National Treasure has brought a varied community of DC area burners,
artists and newcomers together to participate in a burnable art
project. For many participants, it was their first opportunity in
creative expression on a collaborative art project.

What interesting story happened during the design and execution of this project?
Our CORE team has come together in a miraculous way. The team has pulled together from all different walks 
of life and all different areas to work on this project. Our design lead is from MD, our fire and construction 
leads are from OR, and our social media lead is from DC. However, even though the team is far apart we have 
all come together thru the love of our burner community and DC to design an amazing project that represents 
our DC area burner community.

What does the effigy hope to convey to the greater community?
The Washington Monument is a powerful icon for Washingtonians.  No matter how long you have lived in DC, 
the sight of the Monument towering over the skyline never fails to move you. A sculpture that pays homage to 
the Monument is an ideal symbol to represent DC at Burning Man. Just as Burner culture is a bright and lively 
reflection of American culture; National Treasure will be a bright and lively reflection of the Monument.

What materials were used in the construction of this effigy?
National Treasure is a 20 foot tall obelisk designed after the Washington Monument, it is primarily composed 
lumber, but its interior holds a fire-poofer, which is made of metal piping. It also holds a bubble machine, 
wiring and LED lighting. It is covered in a painted skin of cotton cloth.

CORE Art Walk Activities
Our team will be there to engage the visitors. We plan to have our fire-poofer and bubbles in use during the art 
walk so that audience members can participate in our project to its full effect. Also we will have signs up and 
note pads inviting guests to write about their ideas of culture to be burned in offering with the sculpture.

When The Washington Monument was originally completed, people from all over the world donated stones.  All 
of these building blocks are inside the monument as symbols of our collective culture. National Treasure will 
represent many aspects of our complex modern culture.  The team is collecting letters from all over the country 
(and hopefully the world) from people describing their view of our culture.  All of these letters and ideas will 
be placed within the sculpture much like the founding blocks of the Monument. On Thursday August 30th, 
all of the letters will burn inside the sculpture as an offering. The burning is a symbol of rebirth, honor and 
dedication.

www.dcnationaltreasure.squarespace.com 
www. facebook.com/DcNationalTreasureCore


